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Abstract
Due to the myriad of geometric topologies that modern computational fluid dynamicists
desire to mesh and run solutions on, the need for a robust Cartesian Mesh Generation
algorithm is paramount. Not only do Cartesian meshes require less elements and often
help resolve flow features but they also allow the grid generator to have a great deal of
control in so far as element aspect ratio, size, and gradation. Fully Anisotropic Split-Tree
Adaptive Refinement (FASTAR) is a code that allows the user to exert a great deal of
control and ultimately generate a valid, geometry conforming mesh. Due to the split-tree
nature and the use of volumetric pixels (voxels), non-unit aspect ratio meshing is easily
achieved. Nodes are not generated until the end which mitigates tolerance issues. The
tree is retained coherently, and viscous layers may be inserted in the space between the
geometry and the Cartesian mesh before it is tetrahedralized. FASTAR uses tree traversal
to determine neighbors robustly, and with the tetrahedralization of only a small amount
of space around the geometry, sliver cells and inverted elements are avoided. The code
uses Riemannian Metric Tensors to generate geometry-appropriate spacing and is capable
of adaptive meshing from a spacing field generated either by the user or from solution data.
FASTAR is a robust, general mesh generator that allows maximum flexibility with minimal
post-processing.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Literature
Review
1.1 Importance
In order to solve modern computational fluid dynamics problems, rapid, efficient, and high
quality mesh generation must be a point of emphasis. The mesh generation phase of a
computational simulation project can be tedious and time consuming, and often a mesh
which will give reasonable results may take many iterations to be produced manually, costing
a great deal of man hours.
Automation in structured mesh generation is attainable if the blocking process and
topology creation can be automated. This becomes difficult when the geometry gets complex
with narrow gaps and irregular shaped regions, the square peg in a round hole syndrome.
While commercial meshing packages such as Pointwise [Pointwise, 2010] and HAR-
POON [CEI, 2010] exist, these require the user to be highly knowledgeable of the software
package and can become cumbersome due to time spent on manual manipulation and the
iterative nature of mesh refinement. In order to allow those running simulations to con-
centrate on modifying the flow solver and interpreting results, the best option is to have a
program which generates quality meshes with little user input. Additionally, the limitations
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on the types of meshes these programs can generate are great, and while some geometries
are impossible to fully recover, others simply take an incredible amount of time to initialize.
1.2 Types of Meshing
There are four principal types of mesh generation: Cartesian Hierarchical, Delaunay, and
Extrusion. In the subsections below, the rationale, history, and uses of these approaches
are detailed.
1.2.1 Extrusion
Extruding a mesh from a given geometry simply means adding layer after layer of cells,
working out from a surface mesh generated on the geometry. This technique originated in
structured meshing, but it can be accomplished in unstructured meshes using triangle-based
cells [Lohner et al., 1988], [Lohner, 1996] or quadrilateral-based cells [Blacker et al., 1991],
depending on the nature of the geometry and desired final mesh. Often, viscous meshes
composed of prisms lend themselves best to most viscous flow calculations [Ito et al., 2004].
While extrusion is quite useful in prismatic meshing and viscous layer extrusion as seen
in Figure 1.1, in practice it is very difficult and time consuming to generate an entire volume
mesh in this fashion due to crossing elements, smoothing each layer, and attempting to fit
cells together in the region where the advancing fronts collide [Karman, 1995 (NASA)]. The
difficulties created by stacking cells in tight areas and having to avoid cell edge intersections,
such as the crossing seen in Figure 1.2, are among the reasons that this technique is usually
limited to adding small regions of cells [Wang et al., 2004]. Thus, Cartesian mesh generation
is preferable to fully extruded methods on complex geometries [Aftosmis et al., 1997].
1.2.2 Overset
Another option for generating meshes on large, complex geometries is the multi-block overset
mesh. Multiple different overlapping structured or unstructured meshes are created around
a given geometry, and boundary information is periodically exchanged through some method
of conveyance, such as Chimera interpolation, as the flow solver searches for a solution
2
Figure 1.1: Extrusion From Triangular Facets – Surface normals are produced from
the centroid, seen in red, and these are then translated to each vertex of the triangle. Then,
nodes are distributed using a geometric progression factor along each normal, and these
nodes are connected (green lines) to form prism elements (peach colored).
Figure 1.2: Crossing During Extrusion From Triangular Facets – Surface normals
are produced from each element with magnitude h, which is the first layer height, and they
become entangled. This would cause elements to overlap and make the mesh invalid.
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Figure 1.3: Unstructured Overset Mesh Creation Process – Viscous layers are gen-
erated on an ellipsoid and then superimposed onto a volume mesh which was generated
respecting the geometry spacing to make interpolation more accurate.
[Djomehri et al., 2003]. While this can be done very practically, many geometries are not
well suited to structured meshes, and unstructured overset meshes are relatively new in
general use.
As shown in the work of O’Shea, et al., the use of unstructured overset methods requires
that special boundary conditions be used at the mesh interfaces, such as the immersed
boundary method [O’Shea, et al., 2008]. One option is to use the approximate volume of
the background mesh cell at the interface that is inside the computational domain of the
overset mesh and balance the fluxes appropriately. Another is to use source terms to satisfy
the no-slip or free-slip conditions when computing the body force components.
The main drawback to overset meshes is that the laws of conservation cannot be en-
forced at the interpolated points, which can lead to inaccurate solutions. Also, the process
is not fully scalable to be implemented in parallel due to high communication needs for
interpolation.
1.2.3 Delaunay
Another type of mesh that is relatively easy to generate on large, complex geometries is a
Delaunay tessellation [Delaunay, 1934]. In two dimensions, this is defined as a triangulation
wherein a circumcircle is placed around each potential element. Then, points are added such
that in finality no point from any other triangle is within the circumcircle of a given triangle
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[Ruppert, 1995]. In three dimensions, this technique involves generating a tetrahedralization
wherein no tetrahedron’s circumsphere contains a point not on that tetrahedron. While
many tetrahedral meshes can be generated robustly, so long as the geometry need not be
preserved, they require a great deal of post-processing, generate far too many elements,
and in order to conform to user parameters, require a structured mesh first be generated in
the background or have some other method of determining spacings through the generation
process [Liu et al., 2000].
The main pitfall of this method arises when attempting to recover the boundaries given
by the original surface tessellation once the initial tetrahedralization is completed [Joe,
1992]. Boundary segments can always be recovered in two dimensions [Shewchuk (Triangle),
1996], and one can usually reconnect the boundary facets as faces of tetrahedra in three-
dimensions, but the Delaunay nature of the mesh is often degraded. Using the algorithm
developed by Bowyer and Watson [Watson, 1981], if a boundary facet is to be made part of
a given tetrahedron and this causes the Delaunay criterion to be invalidated, the offending
tetrahedra are deleted and the convex hull remaining is re-meshed, if it can be. Often, this
cannot be accomplished without the insertion of Steiner points, which then changes the
surface tessellation [George et al., 1991], [Weatherill, 1994]. On the other hand, Lawson’s
algorithm [Lawson, 1977] deals with this situation by flipping edges until all boundaries
are recovered, regardless of the Delaunay criterion.
TetGen, which was written by Hang Si, uses the Bowyer-Watson algorithm and Steiner
points, thus often meaning that the boundary cannot be exactly recovered [Si, 2006].
While this can make for simple, fast generation, it creates a great deal more points and
elements than a Cartesian scheme, and viscous solutions are hard to develop with tetrahedral
elements. An example of a Delaunay tetrahedralization from Pointwise [Pointwise, 2010],
which has a similar Delaunay algorithm implemented, on an outlet nozzle of a high speed
catamaran FSF-Seafighter can be seen in Figure 1.4.
1.2.4 Cartesian
As posited by Chalasani, the best metric for a good mesh is a successful flow solution
[Chalasani et al., 2005]. This is especially true for Cartesian Hierarchical schemes that often
5
Figure 1.4: Delaunay Tetrahedralization – A Delaunay tetrahedralization on an outlet
nozzle from a high speed catamaran FSF-Seafighter.
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Figure 1.5: Hierarchical Cartesian Refinement on an Airfoil – The above illustration
shows how a root cell can be subdivided recursively (to varying degrees in different areas
based on desired resolution) to create a series of squares that provide a background grid.
These will help to eventually resolve the airfoil and create elements around it of both a
triangular and quadrilateral nature [Karman et al., 2007].
result in polyhedral element types. In this case, grid metrics can be difficult to obtain in the
form of condition numbers and aspect ratios, which are difficult to consistently compute due
to the random shapes of the elements. The mesh can be converted into the four basic types
to compute metrics, but it is often not of the same quality. However, Cartesian meshes often
yield excellent solutions as they can refine in pertinent areas [Dawes, 2006] and often can
allow cells to be aligned with flowfield characteristics and not smear these characteristics in
regions of high gradient [Berger et al., 1998].
Thus, Cartesian meshing provides the most flexibility with the fastest mesh creation
[Thompson et al., 1999]. Pointwise [Pointwise, 2010] is capable of creating curvilinear
body fitted structured meshes using transfinite interpolation and elliptic smoothing. How-
ever, in order to create an unstructured mesh on any given geometry, the preferred method
is Cartesian hierarchical refinement which merely creates a supercell and subdivides it re-
cursively until the desired spacing is reached at the finest level of refinement which should
be in the vicinity of the geometry. This principle is seen in Figure 1.5, where the most
refined cells are in the vicinity of the airfoil itself.
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Additionally, having a Cartesian Hierarchical mesh allows for the natural creation of a
tree, often omni-tree or octree, which aids in searching for elements as well as eventually
choosing areas of refinement for adaptation and dynamic meshing. In Figure 1.6, the options
for refining a hexahedron are provided. The first row shows one directional refinement,
which is used to create the split-tree, which allows for rapid searching of the tree since only
one direction needs to be compared to determine which branch to proceed down. While
this allows for refinement in only one direction, isotropic refinement can still be achieved,
just over multiple steps. This method preserves tree integrity, which means that the same
number of refinements on any given root cell will yield cells of the same volume. This
attribute makes tree-traversal and neighbor searching rapid due to the fact that only one
direction needs tested to determine node placement based on the cut parameter of the cell.
The second row in Figure 1.6 shows two directional refinement. An omni-tree approach
may use this type of refinement, as well as one directional and isotropic refinement. While
the omni-tree provides maximum flexibility for refinement, it causes issues with tree co-
herency since all cells that are at the same level of refinement may not have the same
volume if each cell is not filled to its limit with adopted children of its children. This can
be time consuming and inefficient.
The third row in Figure 1.6 is isotropic or octree refinement. While this is the fastest
type of refinement due to its consistent nature and guaranteed neighbor orientation [Yerry,
1984], [Shephard, 1991], it only allows unit aspect ratio (or the aspect ratio of the original
super cell) meshes to be created.
Once the overall mesh is created around the geometry, the cells and/or nodes that are
not inside the computational domain must be turned off and the leftover space between the
volume mesh front and the geometry must somehow be converted into acceptable elements.
One manner of accomplishing this is to intersect the geometry facets with the cells and
create a cut cell with the remaining edges and faces of the intersected cell that are inside
the computational domain; this allows a stand-alone mesh for use with multiple solvers
[Dawes, Kellar, et al., 2009]. Another alternative is to have the mesh generator coupled
with the flow solver in order to mitigate the need for reforming elements from the leftover
cut cell pieces (general cutting), thus simply supplying the solver with an approximate area
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Figure 1.6: Subdivision Refinement of a Cartesian Cell in Three Dimensions –
Refinement options in three dimensions. The choice used to create the split-tree is one-
directional refinement.
or volume of the leftover space inside the domain from the original cells for calculations
[Ishida et al., 2009].
Some have chosen to use adaptive-precision arithmetic to avoid tolerance issues in gen-
eral cutting [Shewchuk (Adaptive), 1996], but the fact remains that irrational point values
and other anomalies can still occur and be a detriment to the final mesh quality. While
general cutting has been used by many mesh generators [Coirier et al., 1996], the product
of general cutting is often sliver cells (cells created from volume mesh remnants that often
have nearly zero volume) that need to be optimized before a solution run, as seen in Figure
1.8.
Others have created non-unit aspect ratio, body conforming, Cartesian methods using
different means. For instance, Park is able to generate body-conforming Cartesian meshes
with general cutting, but the control of refinement is generally relegated to post-solution
knowledge [Park, 2008], which makes adding in flowfield characteristics such as air-water
interfaces difficult. His method involves creating the Cartesian volume mesh and using
Shewchuck’s adaptive-precision arithmetic to create the cut elements. He then uses Rie-
mannian Metric Tensors to do adaptation, but only after the original mesh has been created.
Wang is able to generate meshes on non-watertight geometries [Wang et al., 2004], but
only after they have been shrink-wrapped by CFD-Viscart [CFD-VISCART, 2010]. This
allows him to create the volume mesh and use projection to fill the cut area with impunity
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Figure 1.7: Space Needing Filled Between Voxel Front and Geometry – The portion
of the volume shaded in yellow must be discretized to make a body conforming mesh.
Figure 1.8: Sliver Cells from General Cutting – Sliver cells are portions of the cut cell
inside the computational domain which often have very small areas. In the above figure,
the orange area is outside the computational domain and the green inside. If h1 and h2 are
very small, the area can approach machine epsilon.
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Figure 1.9: An Extent Box – This extent box for the red geometry facet was constructed
by using the minimum x, y, and z values of the three geometry facet nodes to create the
lower corner point (seen in blue) and the maximum x, y, and z values to create the upper
corner point (seen in green).
due to modifications being made on the user geometry. However, due to the omni-tree
nature of the generation scheme, the tree is not preserved coherently.
1.3 Riemannian Metric Tensors
Riemannian Metric Tensors allow the user to specify spacing parameters and a set of basis
vectors that describe the shape of an ideal element. This results in a 3 × 3 tensor, which
can be used by each of the three edge vectors to obtain a metric length. This determines
whether an element should be refined or not and in which direction.
In the simplest case, one can choose spacing parameters in the x, y, and z directions
(based on a coordinate system aligned with each element). Then, after creating a set of
orthogonal basis vectors on each element (its coordinate system), a tensor is created by
(1.1). This tensor is then applied within the extent box of the geometry facet, shown in
Figure 1.9.
The constructs in (1.1), (1.2), and (1.3) are used to construct the uniform Riemannian
Metric Tensor from the desired spacing parameters.
M = [R] [λ] [R]−1 (1.1)
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R = [~e1 ~e2 ~e3] (1.2)
λ =

h−21 0 0
0 h−22 0
0 0 h−23
 (1.3)
To apply this tensor to a given Cartesian element, the x, y, and z edge lengths of the
current cell are determined ( ~AB, seen in Figure 1.10) and used in (1.4) to determine if the
cell needs to be refined in the x, y, or z direction respectively (seen in Figure 1.11). The
scalar metric length d that is obtained in each direction indicates a need for refinement if
greater than 1.0 or acceptable refinement if less than or equal to 1.0.
d =
√
~AB
T
M ~AB (1.4)
1.3.1 Use in Cartesian Mesh Generation
Riemannian Metric Tensors are a method of specifying a grid spacing in a given region.
The use of both the metric tensor structure and metric length were defined clearly in a
paper by Huang [Huang, 2004]. The ability to control refinement in specific regions of the
mesh using the geometry as a harbinger [Shepherd, 2009] is the primary purpose of using
Riemannian Metric Tensors.
However, often, the spacing needed by the geometry is only half the issue. There can be
flowfield features that need to be resolved or multi-fluid interfaces that require something
that resembles viscous packing in their vicinity. Since there might not be geometry facets
in the area of these flowfield features and Riemannian Metric Tensors are defined only for
a given area of the volume, spacing boxes are given in terms of metric tensors that shape
regions of the mesh within their given extent box [Vyas et al., 2009]. Additionally, these
metric tensors can be used for adaptation and smoothing, as seen in a paper by Karman
[Karman et al., 2007]. One can compute an extent box for a given area of the volume mesh
and supply an x, y, and z spacing to be applied within that extent.
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Figure 1.10: Edges to Be Tested on a Cell – In the case of Cartesian meshing, since all
cells are lined up with the Cartesian axes, the components of ~AB are only non-zero in the
direction of the edge in question. The edge vectors are denoted in red.
Figure 1.11: Tensor Derived Ellipse Acting on an Edge – Consider that the ellipse in
the picture represents the spacing in x and y directions. As it is applied to an edge which
intersects its extents, the green points represent the part of the edge that would satisfy the
metric length of one, thus showing further refinement is needed.
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The spacing box is especially useful in that it creates a very small file with only one
entry, thus speeding the processing of the Riemannian Metric Tensor down the tree, since
it only needs to be done once and will contain many cells. This is particularly useful in
the hydrodynamics case presented in this dissertation due to the fact that at the air-water
interface, which is not demarcated by geometry, needs to have refinement three orders of
magnitude smaller than anywhere else in the mesh. This can be achieved in the initial
generation, and the region can be very clearly defined. An example can be seen in Figure
1.12.
1.3.2 Use in Mesh Adaptation
In order to generate an accurate solution, one must have a sufficiently resolved mesh, specif-
ically in the areas of high solution gradients [Bibb et al., 2006]. The process of adaptation
is that an initial mesh can be generated and then refined and coarsened through use of
Riemannian Metric Tensors and an element-based refinement/coarsening algorithm [Mor-
rell et al., 2007]. However, this requires a mesh be generated on the geometry first, often
consisting of tetrahedra and requiring many more nodes and elements than necessary. Since
one goal of mesh generation is to reduce the number of points and elements necessary to
obtain a solution, thereby speeding the process, the use of non-unit aspect ratio elements
can be a boon to the user [Lahur et al., 2001] as can the fact that the initial generation is
done with the adapted spacing in mind.
Riemannian Metric Tensors can be constructed through feature or adjoint-based adapta-
tion, as well as through user-defined spacing needs, and are useful due to their construction
using directional control.
1.4 Addressing Mesh Generation with FASTAR
Fully Anisotropic Split-Tree Adaptive Refinement (FASTAR) Hierarchical Cartesian Mesh
Generator is a highly automated, highly recursive split-tree scheme and allows the user to
control many facets of the mesh generation process. It also gives the user many different
choices in the type of final product it generates to better cater to time constraints and
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Figure 1.12: Spacing Box for Air-Water Interface – This section of a Seafighter mesh
shows the usefulness of spacing boxes. The spacing of 10−3 on the air water interface (shown
in the red box) was achieved simply by setting up an extent box in the area and specifying
the appropriate spacing in the z direction.
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solver needs. The basic mesh generation approach uses an anisotropic hierarchical Cartesian
polyhedral mesh to discretize three-dimensional domains. While portions of this approach
have been published in the past (see Section 2.4 for more detailed information) and are
available in some commercial mesh generation packages, the additions of the unique cell
deletion approach, tetrahedralization in lieu of sliver cells, the ability to generate viscous
layers, the ability to generate overset meshes, and the flexibility of spacing make FASTAR
unique and powerful. Additionally, when performing design optimization, the need for re-
meshing automatically based on areas of high gradient between flow solver runs becomes
paramount [Karman, 2004], and FASTAR is equipped to handle multiple types of mesh
adaptation.
Using a fast split-tree approach in conjunction with advanced deletion and stitching
algorithms, a large mesh may be generated on the most complex of geometries in a rapid
fashion while still preserving the geometry as supplied by the user, and this capability allows
those working on fluid simulations as well as fuel cell theory, plasmas, and electricity and
magnetism simulations to more easily generate large meshes and adapt them to improve
their solutions.
1.5 Chapter Summaries
In Chapter 2, the FASTAR-specific terminology used in this dissertation is explained and the
rationale and concepts behind its implementation are defined. Also, the contributions of
FASTAR to the field of mesh generation are detailed, as are the specific uses of Riemannian
Metric Tensors.
In Chapter 3, the initial Cartesian mesh generation process with Riemanian Metric
Tensors and implementation of quality constraints is detailed, as well as optional viscous
layer insertion and overset capabilities. Additionally, this chapter discusses the use of
cell marking and a tetrahedral mesh generator to merge the volume mesh front and the
geometry. Issues of implementation are also detailed as well as more rationale as to FASTAR’s
construction.
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In Chapter 4, results are displayed that were obtained on several geometries with dif-
fering user inputs. Cases of adaptation and user defined spacing are examined, as are flow
solver results on a prolate spheroid mesh. Some of these cases also utilize viscous insertion
and give viscous solutions. Also, overset meshes and stitched meshes are presented. Most
of the graphic images used in this section were created using the visualization software
Fieldview [Fieldview, 2010].
In Chapter 5, conclusions about the uniqueness, usefulness and robustness of FASTAR
are presented. Also, discussions of future work include the addition of a Lawson’s algorithm
tetrahedral mesh generator, parallelization, and dynamic meshing.
In the Appendix, one will find a partial derivation of the equations from Section 2.3.2,
created using Maple 8 [Maple, 2002].
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Chapter 2
Technical Approach of FASTAR
In order to understand from whence the FASTAR algorithm came, why it was chosen, and
how it differs from and improves upon current technologies, this discussion of the benefits
and drawbacks of the FASTAR approach was compiled.
2.1 Geometries
FASTAR is equipped to handle any geometry, usually a surface triangulation created on a
database supplied by some Computer Aided Drafting (CAD) package or meshing program.
The only stipulation is that the geometry must be watertight (no holes) and the facets must
be stored such that their nodes are in counterclockwise order which yields a right hand rule
surface normal that points into the computational domain.
One interesting feature of FASTAR is that it retains the user’s original geometry exactly.
This is unlike P_HUGG [Karman et al., 2008] where cells are generated around the geometry
using a user-defined spacing and the intersections of the geometry facets and these cells
create new boundary facets that will become part of the final mesh but are not identical to
the original geometry. For instance, if the finest spacing is larger than that of the geometry
facet and merging is enabled, boundary facets are merged within a cell, and the resolution
of the geometry can be downgraded, as seen in Figure 2.1. Similarly, if a facet is much
larger than a given cell, it will be broken apart and pieces of it will be used to create faces
of the cut cells in the vicinity.
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Figure 2.1: Geometry Deterioration – In P HUGG, if the user does not sufficiently re-
fine the mesh, the geometry facets that make up the curved leading edge of the NACA
0012 will be merged to make a poor quality airfoil. In FASTAR, this is ameliorated by cou-
pling the exact original geometry with the Cartesian elements around it using a Delaunay
tetrahedralization.
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In this dissertation, a cube within a cube, a sphere within a cube, and a simple cube
were used for testing various facets of the program and for explanatory purposes. All of
these were convex shapes, which allowed for viscous insertion, and the size of the meshes
generated allowed for shorter debugging times. Also, a 6:1 prolate spheroid (ellipsoid) was
constructed and used for running test cases as well as determining viscous and overset
capabilities. A NACA0015, a Drag Prediction Workshop (DPW) IV cargo plane, a high
speed catamaran FSF-Seafighter, and a NASA SDT2-R4 rotor were meshed in order to
show the robustness of FASTAR even in the case of concave, complex geometries.
It should also be noted that using FASTAR one can break apart geometries, mesh them
with individual constraints, and then glue them back together as seen with the DPW IV
and the Seafighter in Chapter 4. This empirical partitioning of a geometry can allow for
vastly different meshes to be generated on portions of the geometry as well as help with
issues of sharp corners or tight areas for refinement.
2.2 Principles Behind FASTAR
2.2.1 Cutting Technique Comparison
While the initial mesh generation phase of FASTAR is comparable to P_HUGG [Karman et al.,
2008], the divergence between the two begins with allowing non-unit aspect ratio elements
and the application of quality constraints. Also, the voxel deletion method used in FASTAR is
very different from both the projection cutting method used in Dr. Steve Karman’s original
three-dimensional serial code HUGG [Karman, 2004] and the general cutting used in P_HUGG
[Karman et al., 2008].
In HUGG, the tree is traversed to check for intersections between the geometry facets and
each cell. Boundary cells are then created by projecting the exposed Cartesian faces to the
geometry. Those new projected faces are matched up with the defined geometry parts to
identify the mesh boundaries [Karman, 1995 (NASA)], as seen in Figure 2.2. While this
is more rapid than general cutting, it presents the problem seen in Figure 2.3, which is
intended to be the view from the top of seven geometry facets coming together at a vertex.
The top face of the cell highlighted in yellow is at the vertex of the seven different geometry
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Figure 2.2: The Projection Process – As is done in HUGG, the cell front is projected onto
the geometry, as seen by the red arrows.
parts, six of which have an equal projection area. Mesh edges in the vicinity should be
moved to line up with the geometry edges. However, there is no point in the mesh that
can have more than six edges emanating from itself. Another problem occurs if a cell is
smaller than the spacing between two geometry segments and lies between them, it is not
guaranteed to stretch and fill the gap.
Thus, while the projection cutting process can be very rapid compared with general
cutting [Karman, 1995 (AIAA)], it is a process with definite limitations in three dimensions.
While general cutting is more robust, the main limitation with general cutting is that often
such small pieces of a voxel remain that there can be tolerance issues with determining if a
node is distinct or not. Sliver cells are often created and require optimization to fix. The
yellow cell portions seen in Figure 2.4 would become cut cells, and the red portions would
be deleted in general cutting.
The manner in which FASTAR overcomes this cutting impediment is to simply remove
all cells within a certain distance of the geometry and discretize the leftover space (see
Figure 1.7). This can be accomplished by both tetrahedralization and viscous extrusion.
The main downfall of using a Delaunay tetrahedralization to discretize the space is that it
often cannot exactly recover the boundaries. In FASTAR, only meshes with unaltered surface
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Figure 2.3: Limitations of Projection Cutting – The top face of the hexahedral cell to
be distorted to fit into the scope of the light blue geometry facet is highlighted in yellow.
However, the vertex at the center still cannot be modeled by Cartesian elements since a
given point can have at most six edges emanating from itself.
Figure 2.4: The Cutting/Deletion Process – Cell parts marked in yellow must either
be made into their own cells (P HUGG), deleted in order that the cell front may be projected
to the geometry (HUGG), or have their space filled by another type of cell (FASTAR).
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Figure 2.5: Unstructured Overset Mesh – This shows the final overlaid mesh, with the
thick dark line being 35 viscous layers with a geometric progression factor of 1.15 and initial
spacing of 1.0e-05.
triangulations can later be stitched together, so a Lawson’s algorithm approach [Lawson,
1977] that fully respects boundaries by only flipping edges and not adding Steiner points is
being explored to mitigate this issue.
2.2.2 Viscous Extrusion Ability
The technique of extrusion is employed in FASTAR to insert viscous layers directly from
geometry facets on convex geometries. This results in prismatic elements which are excel-
lent for modeling viscous flows. This method is only used for convex geometries, where
intersections are rare (except with inviscid boundaries, which are discussed in Section 3.8).
In order to make this meshing more robust, normal smoothing and intersection checking
would need to be added to the algorithm.
2.2.3 Overset Ability
In FASTAR, a volume mesh is generated within the root cell constructed from the extents of
the farfield boundaries, using Riemannian Metric Tensors to determine spacing to achieve
parity with the geometry. In the case of an overset generation, this mesh is not cut and
acts as the background mesh on which the geometry and viscous layers are overlaid. This
approach can be seen in Figure 2.5, and this method is further discussed in Section 3.9.
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2.3 Use of Riemannian Metric Tensors
Riemannian Metric Tensors are used by mesh generators to control the spacing of elements
created based on parameters set by the user, the input geometry, and flow field character-
istics. These tensors can be created in multiple fashions, including using Karman’s Spacing
Field code [Varghese, 2009], which computes the information discussed in Section 2.3.3.
Additionally, FASTAR provides the user the opportunity to select the normal spacing by
which the tetrahedra needed to construct three dimensional tensors are created from the
two dimensional geometry facets.
The next subsections will go into detail describing how Riemannian Metric Tensors
are used in FASTAR as well as the manner in which they are constructed. The condition
number and rank of the matrices discussed in this section were generated by MATLAB2009b
[MATLAB, 2009] as were the ellipsoid diagrams representing the manner in which the
Riemannian Metric Tensors project onto the current elements to reshape them.
2.3.1 Uniform Tensor Construction
In the simplest case, the user can choose to let the minimum or maximum spacing param-
eters of the geometry facets (or any other desired spacing parameter) determine a uniform
tensor. Using these spacing parameters and an orthogonal set of basis vectors for each ele-
ment (its coordinate system), this tensor is then applied to all facets on the given boundary,
within the extent box of each geometry facet.
Equations (1.1), (1.2), and (1.3) are used to construct the uniform Riemannian Metric
Tensor from the desired geometry spacing parameters. Once the tensor is constructed, it is
passed down the tree until the finest level cells within its extents are found. Effectively, this
entails beginning at the root cell and comparing the centroid coordinate in the direction of
the cell’s split with the coordinates of the extent box. If the extent box is at all contained
in the extent of the cell, the recursive algorithm continues to search down that branch,
through all the cell’s children and their children, until cells are found that have no children
and contain all or some of the extent box. Figure 2.6 illustrates the method by which a
tensor is passed down the tree.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2.6: Passing RMT Down the Tree – A tensor is only applied to the finest element
within its extents (purple box). (a) First, the root cell is checked for containment, and then
the facet is passed down the green branch, in which it is contained. (b) Then, that child
is checked for containment, and then the facet is again passed down the green branch, in
which it is contained. (c) Finally, the extent box includes both cells marked in green and is
applied to both.
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Using (1.4) for the cases presented in this dissertation, a metric length greater than or
equal to 1.01 is used as the demarcation of acceptable refinement for all tensor applications.
Also, if all three directions require refinement, the order of precedence is x refinement,
then y refinement, then z refinement. This could be reordered with no effect on the mesh
created; the main area where order of precedence is noticeable is when quality constraints
are applied.
2.3.2 Construction from Tetrahedron
In the case where the user wishes to refine in the extents of each geometry facet with a
spacing commensurate with that facet, a tetrahedron is constructed by creating a surface
normal from the centroid of a geometry facet, assigning it a length (either user defined, based
on curvature or intersection of geometry, or based on attempting to create an equilateral
tetrahedron), and using its endpoint as the fourth vertex of the tetrahedron, as seen in
Figure 2.7.
Equation (2.1) is used to determine the unique Riemannian Metric Tensor (M) for
each geometry facet-based tetrahedron that gives its edges a metric length of unity. The
matrices that compose (2.1) are listed separately as (2.2), which is a symmetric positive
definite matrix, thus only the upper triangular portion needs to be solved for, giving us a
system of six equations. Matrix (2.3) is a combination of all the edge lengths of the given
tetrahedron.
(Pj − Pi)T [M ] (Pj − Pi) = ~1 (2.1)
for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ d where d = 3 since this process occurs in three dimensions.
M =

M11 M12 M13
M21 M22 M23
M31 M32 M33
 (2.2)
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Figure 2.7: Construction of a Tetrahedron From a Facet – This facet has had a
surface normal projected from its midpoint of length n. This will create a fourth vertex,
from which a tetrahedron (in red) can be constructed.
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Pj − Pi =

(x2 − x1) (x3 − x1) (x4 − x1) (x3 − x2) (x4 − x2) (x4 − x3)
(y2 − y1) (y3 − y1) (y4 − y1) (y3 − y2) (y4 − y2) (y4 − y3)
(z2 − z1) (z3 − z1) (z4 − z1) (z3 − z2) (z4 − z2) (z4 − z3)
 (2.3)
Using Maple [Maple, 2002], as seen in Appendix 6.1, (2.1) was reduced to an A~x = ~b
system, with components shown below.
A =
(x2 − x1)2 2(x2 − x1)(y2 − y1) 2(x2 − x1)(z2 − z1) (y2 − y1)2 2(y2 − y1)(z2 − z1) (z2 − z1)2
(x3 − x1)2 2(x3 − x1)(y3 − y1) 2(x3 − x1)(z3 − z1) (y3 − y1)2 2(y3 − y1)(z3 − z1) (z3 − z1)2
(x4 − x1)2 2(x4 − x1)(y4 − y1) 2(x4 − x1)(z4 − z1) (y4 − y1)2 2(y4 − y1)(z4 − z1) (z4 − z1)2
(x3 − x2)2 2(x3 − x2)(y3 − y2) 2(x3 − x2)(z3 − z2) (y3 − y2)2 2(y3 − y2)(z3 − z2) (z3 − z2)2
(x4 − x2)2 2(x4 − x2)(y4 − y2) 2(x4 − x2)(z4 − z2) (y4 − y2)2 2(y4 − y2)(z4 − z2) (z4 − z2)2
(x4 − x3)2 2(x4 − x3)(y4 − y3) 2(x4 − x3)(z4 − z3) (y4 − y3)2 2(y4 − y3)(z4 − z3) (z4 − z3)2

x =

M11
M12
M13
M22
M23
M33

b =

1
1
1
1
1
1

Using singular value decomposition and back substitution, one solves the system to
produce a metric tensor. This metric tensor gives a spacing field like those which are shown
in Figures 2.8 and 2.9, which are represented by ellipsoids with the major axes having the
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Figure 2.8: Symmetric Ellipsoid Representation of Riemannian Tensor Scaling –
This ellipsoid represents the scaling applied by the Riemannian tensor with x and y scaling
set at 0.0625 and z scaling set at 0.00625, as seen in the cube in Figure 4.2.
lengths of the eigenvalues of M . This field effectively scales the current element edge as a
matrix scales a vector through multiplication.
2.3.3 Construction from Solution Information
In the case of feature-based adaptation, the user inputs a mesh with solution data and
chooses to adapt based on one or more of several flowfield functions, such as density, velocity,
pressure, helicity, and vorticity. Then, ∇f from (2.4) is determined by finding the gradient
of that flowfield function between sets of two nodes. Also, p from (2.4) can be set to a
parameter ≥ 1.0; setting it above 1.0 helps assure that the mesh will refine in regions other
than shocks or other major discontinuities that would normally dominate the mesh.
C in (2.4) is a user-defined measure of equidistribution of error, such that the metric
lengths for each edge in a control volume are re-determined in order to equally distribute
the change in spacing over the whole mesh and achieve the desired resolution. Once these
new lengths have been determined by (2.5), the new tensors are created using (1.1) for each
element to drive the proper refinement in the adapted mesh to be generated. The λi values
in M are replaced by 1
∆d2new
and the basis vectors for R are constructed using the direction
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Figure 2.9: Asymmetric Ellipsoid Representation of Riemannian Tensor Scaling
– This ellipsoid represents the scaling applied by the Riemannian tensor with x scaling set
at 0.0625, y scaling set at 0.00625, and z scaling set at 0.00625. This can be rotated about
in three space to match with the orientation of the tetrahedron.
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of ∇f for the principal direction and creating the remaining two orthogonal directions using
element edges and cross products.
‖∇f · eˆ‖∆dp = C (2.4)
∆dnew = p
√
Cavg
‖∇f · eˆ‖ (2.5)
In this way, a new set of Riemannian Metric Tensors can be stored at nodes or elements,
with the extents determined by those of the elements or control volumes associated with the
creation of the tensor. Thus, when creating the adapted mesh, these assure finer spacing in
areas of flowfield phenomena regardless of their proximity to the geometry.
In creating a spacing box using empirically derived spacing, (1.1) is used, with the user
specified spacings being substituted for each λi. The set of basis vectors is created from the
three orthogonal corner vectors emanating from the extent box.
2.3.4 Rationale Behind use of Singular Value Decomposition
Singular value decomposition has been the method of choice for solving such a system due
to the ill-conditioning of the A matrix [Karman et al., 2007]. However, it is instructive to
see how this system becomes so ill-conditioned and near rank deficient.
The tetrahedron shown in Figure 2.10 is a nearly ideal element, with three sides of
length 1 and three of length
√
2. Using (2.1), we obtain (2.6).

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 1
1 −2 0 1 0 0
1 0 −2 0 0 1
1 0 0 1 −2 1

(2.6)
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Figure 2.10: Nearly Ideal Tetrahedron – This tetrahedron is nearly ideal, with three
edges of length 1 and three of length
√
2. It produces a well-conditioned A matrix.
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Now, it is instructive to look at some of the metrics of (2.6), which will be referred to
as matrix A, an m× n matrix. Consider the condition infinity norm and condition number
of the matrix, given in (2.7) and (2.8).
‖ · ‖∞ =
max
1 ≤ j ≤ n
m∑
i=1
|aij | (2.7)
K(A) = ‖A‖∞ · ‖A−1‖∞ (2.8)
For this A matrix, one obtains K(A) = 4 · 1.5 = 6, which is not so poorly conditioned.
The rank of matrix A is 6 and it produces a well-conditioned system, which could be solved
by a variety of methods.
Now, consider the same tetrahedron, but with the normal distance (z coordinate) re-
duced to 10−3, as seen in Figure 2.11. Using (2.1), we obtain (2.9).

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 10−6
1 −2 0 1 0 0
1 0 −2× 10−3 0 0 10−6
1 0 0 1 −2× 10−3 10−6

(2.9)
Again, using (2.7) and (2.8), one finds that here K(A) = 4 · 1.0× 106 = 4× 106. While
the rank of matrix A is still 6 in exact arithmetic, it is nearing a rank deficient situation in
the third, fifth, and sixth columns (the first, third and fifth rows are nearly identical), thus
the conditioning becomes poor. This increases as the normal spacing shrinks, thus realizing
the need to use singular value decomposition and back substitution to deal with solving
these nearly rank deficient matrices.
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Figure 2.11: Tetrahedron Created by 0.001 Normal Spacing – This tetrahedron is
representative of a spacing field wherein the geometry is preserved but the normal spacing
is user-supplied and small. It produces an ill-conditioned A matrix.
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2.4 Two-Dimensional Basis of FASTAR
FASTAR is loosely based on the two dimensional work of Luo and others [Luo et al., 2008],
with some small exceptions. First, extra care must be taken with three-dimensional topolo-
gies due to crossbar scenarios, where neighboring voxels at the same level of refinement have
been refined in different directions and their faces do not match, arising from the split tree.
Also, Luo’s generator uses octree and is thus only capable of generating unit aspect ratio
meshes. Another difficulty in fully porting this approach to three dimensions was that while
a Delaunay triangulation is guaranteed in two dimensions, it is not in three dimensions. Of
course, since the geometry is retained as part of the final mesh (unlike general cutting
schemes), the original surface mesh must be of good quality, and preferably unstructured
[Beatty et al., 2008].
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Chapter 3
Implementation of FASTAR
In Figure 3.1, a flow chart is shown giving the overall process of FASTAR in order to assist in
the understanding of its implementation. The numbers beside each branch are referenced
in the text as (n), where n is the step number shown.
3.1 Cartesian Hierarchical Terminology
In order to create a mesh around any given geometry a root cell must be constructed. The
essence of Cartesian hierarchical meshing is simply subdividing this root cell until a desired
number of child cells is reached, and this resolution varies in different areas of the mesh
depending on local refinement criteria supplied by the user. Before it is sensible to discuss
mesh quality issues, it is advisable to discuss the data structure that is used to create this
root cell: a voxel.
While the concept of a voxel is most often used in discussing computer graphics render-
ing, it is an appropriate term for Cartesian hierarchical meshing as well. The word comes
about by combining the words volumetric and pixel, which here contains all the information
about one specific portion of the mesh and its surroundings, down to a given resolution, just
like a pixel. More importantly, the term voxel is used since the voxel itself knows nothing
of its physical coordinates; rather, it simply contains information regarding its relational
position to other voxels [Voxel, 2007]. The specific pieces of information the VOXEL data
structure contains are described next.
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Figure 3.1: Flow Chart of FASTAR Process
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Each voxel contains the index of its mother voxel, and the root voxel is the only voxel
without an initialized mother. It also contains a list of its two children, if they exist. It
contains a cut flag which is later used to determine whether the voxel is fully in the com-
putational domain, fully outside the computational domain, or intersecting the geometry
edges. A split variable is given in the structure, wherein the direction of refinement is held
for ease of tree traversal, and the physical coordinates of the high and low corner points of
the voxel are stored for construction of the physical points after the mesh is generated and
for relative tree traversal purposes.
3.2 Benefits of Using the Tree Structure
Hierarchical Cartesian mesh generation has become very popular because of the ease with
which connectivity can be developed using a tree structure as well as the fact that with
some work and a priori knowledge cells can be aligned with flow field features. The tree is
useful not only in applications like adaptive or dynamic meshing but also in traversing the
space to be discretized with ease while generating the mesh.
Most Cartesian Hierarchical techniques discussed in Chapter 1 utilize the octree. The
benefits of an octree are derived from both the simple nature in which all elements are
subdivided equally and the fact that neighboring elements are always placed in a consistent
manner. However, the inability to make a leaner, non-unit aspect ratio mesh made this
the wrong tree choice for FASTAR, since it disallows anisotropic refinement in areas with
drastically different directional spacing tensors.
As seen in the work of Karman and Domel [Domel et al., 2000] as well as Wang [Wang
et al., 2004], another popular tree technique is to use an omni-tree. This type of tree allows
for multiple directions of refinement, which makes non-unit aspect ratio mesh generation
possible. However, when using omni-tree, the need to adopt grandchildren arises when the
original children have been refined. This is the case when a voxel is not refined isotropically
and its children are refined in such a way that the new stencil fits within one of the omni-tree
types of refinement. At this point, the children of children become the actual children of
the voxel and some or all of the original children are discarded. For a visual representation
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of this phenomenon, see Figure 3.2, wherein the initial refinement is seen in red and the
secondary refinement is seen in blue. This is effectively an isotropic refinement in two steps
and would remain two levels in a split-tree. However, in an omni-tree, these blue refined
voxels would be adopted as children of the original voxel and the red refinement would be
discarded, making two levels of refinement into one level of refinement.
Additionally, as each tensor is passed down the tree, each voxel that has not been refined
isotropically has to be traversed again since it may need to be refined in a different direction
based on the current facet’s metric tensor and have the grandchildren adopted. This fact
made this approach particularly ill-suited for the algorithm used by FASTAR. For a visual
representation of passing a facet down the tree, see Figure 3.3. The extent box of the facet
is first passed to the root, and since it is not in the extent of the voxel with the yellow
x, that branch is abandoned. Then, the same test occurs on the next level voxel, and the
branch with the orange x is abandoned. Finally, when it reaches the next level voxel, the
same test is performed, the branch with the purple x is abandoned and the finest level
voxel in the facet’s extent is located. Based on metric lengths, the voxel will be refined in
the y direction (denoted by the red line). This process continues until the metric length
computed is below 1.01. This is the same for split-tree and omni-tree, except that when
the next facet is passed down in split tree, it will proceed directly to the finest level voxel
in its extent, whereas in omni-tree, it will have to stop at the green voxel and determine if
it needs refined in the x direction, do so, and then adopt the grandchildren.
Thus, the split-tree technique used in FASTAR has many advantages. First, since voxels
can only be refined in one direction, there is no need to adopt grandchildren and reshuﬄe
parentage as voxels are refined differently by different tensor specifications. Similarly, only
one direction needs evaluated in passing a nodal location down the tree–that of the split of
the voxel. Also, while one can create an non-unit aspect ratio mesh in this fashion, a unit
aspect ratio mesh can also be obtained simply by limiting the aspect ratio to 1.0 and thus
forcing each voxel to refine in all three directions through refinement of its children. Lastly,
the tree can be traversed coherently, since the level of a voxel is always simply the ratio of
its size in a given direction to that of the root voxel, and neighbors can still be found that
are not on the same level.
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Figure 3.2: Adoption of Grandchildren Using an Omni-Tree – The initial refinement
is seen in red and the secondary refinement is seen in blue. This isotropic refinement in two
steps is left unchanged in split-tree, but these grandchildren are adopted in omni-tree and
the red refinement is discarded.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.3: Passing a Facet Down the Tree – (a) The extent box of the facet is first
passed to the root, and since it is not in the extent of the voxel with the yellow x, that
branch is abandoned. (b) Then, the same test occurs on the next level voxel, and the branch
with the orange x is abandoned. (c) When it reaches the next level voxel, the same test
is performed, the branch with the purple x is abandoned and the finest level voxel in the
facet’s extent is located. (d) Finally, based on metric lengths, the voxel will be refined in
the y direction (denoted by the red line). This process continues until the metric length
computed is below 1.01.
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Finally, the tree was adopted in order to store basic information about the discretization
of the space so that, upon determining that the geometry must move or refinement needs to
occur in a certain area, one can leave the majority of the mesh as it is and simply operate
on that area in question without disturbing any of the other elements. This is a look ahead
to dynamic meshing, which is not part of this dissertation, but was integral in development
decisions while creating FASTAR.
3.3 Geometry Preparation
Geometry is supplied to this mesh generation process in the form of a triangulated surface
mesh. This can be supplied in one or more files. The file format can either be a CART3D file
[CART3D, 2010] or an ACAD facet file [ACAD, 2010]. Both of these file formats allow for
triangles to be grouped together and tagged with a body number. This allows for describing
various boundary pieces, such as wing upper surface, wing lower surface, symmetry plane,
etc. The right-hand-rule normal vector of each triangle is assumed to be pointing in the
direction of the interior of the computational domain. The collection of triangles is also
assumed to be watertight with no gaps or overlaps.
The geometry facets are stored in an Octree data structure for rapid searches in geometry
queries, such as projection to the closest point on the surface. This storage tree is used only
by the geometry functions and is automatically constructed when the facets are input. It
gives each facet an extent, and when the need arises to find facets in a given area, an extent
test tree traversal is done, like that explained in Section 3.2, and the list of qualifying facets
is returned as pointers to the actual facet data structure.
The meshing process refines Cartesian volume elements based on a Riemannian Metric
Tensor created from spacing parameters associated with the geometry (as well as adaptation
parameters discussed in Section 1.3.2). These spacing parameters are stored at the geometry
facet level. Default values are automatically computed based on the overall size of a given
body part by computing the approximate hydraulic diameter of that part. This is computed
by dividing the surface area of the body part by 1/4th the circumference. In the case
where a boundary does not have a curve defining its circumference, such as a single, closed
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shell, the extent of the part is measured and the median dimension is used. In either case
the computed value is then multiplied by 0.025 and specified for all facets contained in
the boundary. This is only an initial value for the spacing parameter. Users have the
opportunity to modify the initial values by editing one of the parameter files created by the
program.
The user can also designate boundaries where these initialized spacing parameters are
adjusted based on approximate surface curvature and proximity to other boundaries. The
curvature modification examines the angle between a triangular facet and its neighbors. The
four nodes of the two triangles can form a tetrahedron. These nodes are used to compute
the radius of a circumscribing sphere, an approximate measure of the radius of curvature.
This radius is reduced further by a factor based on the dot product of the surface normal
vectors of the adjacent triangles. The spacing parameters for the two facets are then set
to the minimum of the current value and this circumscribing radius-based value. If the
two triangles were coplanar then the radius would be infinite, so reduction in the spacing
parameters would not occur.
For user-selected boundaries an intersection test is also performed to detect gaps and
confined regions in the geometry. The surface normal vector for each geometry facet is
positioned with the tail at the facet center and the length scaled with the current spacing
parameter. If this vector intersects any other geometry facet the spacing parameter is
reduced to one-half the smallest intersection detected.
Using the minimum and maximum extents of the geometry, a Cartesian root cell is
created, as seen in Figure 3.4. Any voxels created during the volume meshing process
that are outside the computational domain will be deleted upon the voxel marking process
commencing. This would be the case if the farfield was a sphere or other non-hexahedral
shape. This root voxel is stored as having no mother and its high and low corner points are
stored in its structure. This entire geometry reading and spacing checking process is seen
in (1) in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.4: Super Cell Creation About a Non-square Outer Boundary – In order to
begin recursive refinement, a Cartesian super cell is created around the existing geometry,
unless the outer boundary is initially square, in which case the super cell and the outer
boundary are coincident and there will be no external voxels to be turned off during cutting.
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Figure 3.5: Split-tree Refinement Options – FASTAR employs split-tree refinement
which allows for x, y, or z directional refinement.
3.4 Hierarchical Refinement
As seen in Figure 3.5, FASTAR uses a split-tree refinement of each voxel, which allows for rapid
neighbor searching within the tree and tree coherency, which is defined here as the ability to
discern which level of refinement one is at based solely on the number of children and parents
along that branch of the tree. This will be important in the future implementation of a
dynamic re-meshing scheme and parallel implementation. Split-tree was also chosen since
the use of octree refinement disallows non-unit aspect ratio mesh creation, and an omni-
tree approach did not provide for the tree coherency desired in FASTAR and also slowed the
recursive neighbor search by needing more than one cardinal direction to test in order to
continue searching down the tree.
Recursive refinement starts with the root voxel described in Section 3.3. A tetrahedron
is constructed from each geometry facet with a user defined normal length creating the apex
along a normal from the centroid, as seen in Section 2.3.2. Then, a symmetric, positive
definite Riemannian Metric Tensor is created and applied to the each edge in the current
voxel, generating a metric length that determines whether or not to refine and in which
direction. The equations for the Riemannian Metric Tensor and for the metric length
computation are also given in Chapters 1 and 2. Multiple tensor creation methods are used
in FASTAR, and they are usually coupled with those created by the geometry tetrahedra.
The process of refining a root cell on a sphere can be seen in Figure 3.6. Once the root
voxel has been refined, it may not be refined again. Rather, its children are refined in a di-
rection commensurate with the largest Riemannian metric length. If multiple metric lengths
are identical within a tolerance, there is a bias toward x-refinement, then y-refinement, then
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z-refinement. However, for a symmetric geometry, a symmetric mesh will still be obtained,
as seen in Figures 3.7 and 3.6(d).
In the way of an example, consider the series of images in Figure 3.8. The yellow triangle
is an arbitrary geometry facet that has become the base of a tetrahedron, drawn in red.
Then, the Riemannian Metric Tensor (a slice of which is seen in blue) is applied and metric
lengths calculated. Since this one is spherical, the metric lengths are all the same, so x
refinement occurs first. Next, the same Riemannian Metric Tensor information is passed to
the two children of the root voxel, both of which are within its extents. The metric length
of x is now smaller since the spacing in that direction has been cut in half, and y and z are
now tied for longest metric length. Thus, the refinement occurs in y. Finally, this process is
repeated in the four lowest level children, which are all within the extent of the tetrahedron,
and z is the longest metric length, causing refinement in z.
The above tensor creation and application process is seen in (2) and (3) in Figure 3.1.
3.5 Neighbor Searching and Quality Constraints
3.5.1 Neighbor Search Algorithm
Once the initial volume mesh has been created, the need to apply quality constraints arises.
While the specific quality constraints are explained below, it is important to distinguish
that one type of constraint assures a valid mesh, where all the connectivities exist, and the
other type of constraint makes the mesh more solver friendly by assuring that neighboring
volumes are not drastically different.
In order to effectively apply these quality constraints, neighbors must be determined.
In order to save memory, deal with a constantly changing element count, and utilize the
tree, a highly efficient neighbor algorithm was developed. As seen in Figure 3.9, a point is
projected in the direction of the desired neighbor, and then a tree traversal determines in
which voxel the point lies. This is greatly simplified by the fact that since the split of the
voxel is known, only that cardinal direction must be compared with the point to determine
which direction to travel in the tree. Also, since we have a user defined minimum spacing,
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.6: Refining a Root Cell – (a) Root voxel refined in x direction. (b) Root voxel’s
children refined in y direction. (c) Root voxel’s childrens children refined in z direction.
(d) Final mesh after all refinement complete.
Figure 3.7: Symmetric Refinement – Symmetric refinement of a symmetric cube geom-
etry using Riemannian Metric Tensors, converted to the four basic element types.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 3.8: Refining a Root Cell–RMT View – (a) Root voxel refined in x direction.
(b) Root voxel’s children refined in y direction. (c) Root voxel’s childrens children refined
in z direction.
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Figure 3.9: Neighbor Searching – Neighbor search directions and points for a face of a
given voxel.
the tolerance applied to this rare floating point calculation is 1/4th of the minimum spacing,
assuring that we always find the voxel we are looking for exactly.
While this algorithm is versatile and will find neighbors despite differing sizes and levels
of refinement since it is simply looking for containment, the drawback is that in cases like
that seen in Figure 3.10, one may find a neighbor with children. If this is not desired,
the algorithm will create four nodes, denoted in red in Figure 3.10, and filter the results
of these searches to discern how many children the neighbor has and in what positions.
The nodes are created to be 1/4th of the minimum spacing into the neighbor and 1/4th of
the minimum spacing in the given cardinal direction away from the face center node. This
results in a vector that is
√
2
4 times the minimum spacing, which is larger than the 1/4th
that the neighbor routine uses as a tolerance, thus assuring that we get into the right voxel
and get the appropriate neighbor.
3.5.2 Desired and Required Quality Constraints
Before discussing which quality constraints are desired and which are required as well as
their processes, it is instructive to define each quality constraint. The first quality constraint
is aspect ratio, which is simply the maximum edge length divided by the minimum edge
length. This is tested by performing this simple calculation and refining in the direction
which is longer than desired. If the root cell is a perfect cube, its aspect ratio is exactly 1.0.
The next quality constraint is neighbor refinement. If a voxel has neighbors on opposite
sides that are both refined in the same fashion, the voxel in the middle is also refined in
that fashion (see Figure 3.11). This is done to make more consistent volumes for the flow
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Figure 3.10: Finding Children of Neighbors – The algorithm creates four nodes, denoted
in red in the above figure, and filters the results of these searches to discern how many
children the neighbor has and in what positions.
solver, but it is only done if the two voxels are refined in the same direction. If not, the
refinement is not performed due to the propensity to create a crossbar situation, which will
be discussed shortly.
Another constraint is gradation. While P_HUGG is able to slowly grow the element size
as levels change, at the current time, FASTAR will only check that the neighboring element
is no greater than twice as long in the tangential direction. This is also done to make the
mesh more consistent for the flow solver (see Figure 3.12).
In order to assure that the connectivity is correct, the algorithm must identify crossbar
neighbors. This is the phenomenon seen in Figure 3.13, and the issue it presents is that
neighboring faces do not match up at the nodes. This is found by checking the edge lengths
of neighboring voxels and comparing them to those of the voxel in question. If the edge in
the first tangential direction is twice as long and the edge in the second tangential direction
is one half as long, then this situation is present and both voxels’ children are refined in the
opposite direction to rectify the situation. This problem is unique to three dimensions.
Finally, there is the quality constraint of too many voxels sharing a single edge seen in
Figure 3.14. The stencil for a voxel only contains 27 nodes, of which 18 are mid-face or
mid-edge nodes. The issue presented in Figure 3.14 is that there are no quarter-edge nodes,
and so the neighboring voxel has no place to reference such a node. Thus, the neighbor
must be refined in a direction commensurate with the quarter-edge node.
In order to speed the process to a quality mesh, the desired mesh quality constraints
(aspect ratio, neighbor refinement, and gradation) are enforced during element creation
by artificially changing the metric length results obtained from the given tensor to garner
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Figure 3.11: Assuring Mesh Quality–Neighbor Refinement – A voxel may not have
two opposite neighbors that are at a higher level of refinement.
refinement or prevent it. While these quality metrics can be checked recursively along with
the required quality constraints, this adds a great deal of time to the longest part of the
process of generating the mesh and does little more than over-refine the mesh.
On the other hand, the required quality constraints (crossbar and too many nodes on
an edge) are enforced within a recursive refinement loop. This assures that when changes
are made to rectify one quality issue, they do not cause another. Once all constraints have
been satisfied, aspect ratio is checked one last time, as are the required constraints, and the
mesh is ready for voxel deletion and/or viscous extrusion.
The above inviscid quality constraint process is seen in (4) in Figure 3.1, and the option
to do viscous extrusion will be explored in Section 3.8.
3.6 Voxel Marking and Distinct Node Creation
3.6.1 Voxel Marking and Flood Fill
The departure from traditional Cartesian Hierarchical mesh generation occurs with the
handling of the physical geometry. As posited by Lahur, et. al. in a two-dimensional case
[Lahur et al., 2001], the voxels near the boundary are stripped away leaving a voxel front and
a geometry or viscous layer front, as seen in Figure 3.15. The area between the two fronts
is then tetrahedralized to conform to the geometry supplied, as seen in Figure 3.16, where
the inner and outer stitching boundaries around the ellipsoid are green and the tetrahedra
are red. Thus, at this point the voxel mesh can be divided into three distinct areas: voxels
that are completely inside the computational domain, voxels that are completely outside
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Figure 3.12: Assuring Mesh Quality–Gradation – Spacing transitions that are too
rapid are prevented.
Figure 3.13: Assuring Mesh Quality–Crossbar – Crossbar situations lead to neighboring
faces not matching up and a mid-face node being left unaccounted for.
Figure 3.14: Assuring Mesh Quality–4-to-1 on an Edge – One mesh level difference
is enforced along all edges. The large voxel in the lower left is forced to refine, as the edge
marked with the x coming out of the paper is in violation.
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the computational domain, and voxels that are intersected by the geometry. Defining these
three areas begins with determining the intersected voxels.
In the case of an inviscid mesh, the extents of the geometry facets are expanded by a
user-defined spacing parameter (which assures that there is always space between the two
fronts) and are passed down the split-tree to the finest levels of the mesh. In the case of
a viscous mesh, the nodes of the geometry facets are projected to the tops of the viscous
prisms, then the resulting extents are expanded by a user-defined spacing parameter, and
they are passed down the split-tree to the finest levels of the mesh.
Because the tree is used, the facet only visits voxels that could contain the facet or be
intersected by the facet. First, a test is done to see if either the voxel or the facet are
completely within the extents of the other. If this is not the case, it continues by testing
for intersection of the geometry facet edges (again, extended by the user-defined spacing
parameter) with voxel edges and vice versa. Since all extents have been expanded, this also
alleviates the need to test for coplanar facets, since that case is covered by the extension,
as seen in Figure 3.17. If any of these tests holds true, the voxel is marked for deletion.
Once the intersection tests are complete, there is a watertight domain consisting of
“intersected” voxels that divides the voxels inside the computational domain from those
outside of it. Using a flood-fill algorithm, the remaining non-intersected voxels at the finest
mesh level can be marked as in or out of the computational domain. First, a non-intersected
voxel is chosen at random, and a ray is sent out in each cardinal direction. If the ray passes
through an even number of geometric boundaries, the facet is outside the computational
domain, and if it passes through an odd number, then it is inside the computational domain.
If there is a mix of results, this voxel is disregarded for the moment and another is chosen.
Then, the non-intersected voxels that have this marked neighbor and their neighbors down
the line can be properly marked using an iterative flood-filling algorithm, and when no more
neighbors can be reached with this information, another voxel is chosen and the process
repeats until all voxels are properly marked.
The above voxel marking and deletion process is seen in (5) in Figure 3.1, and the option
to do overset meshing will be explored in Section 3.9.
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Figure 3.15: Tetrahedralizable Region – The green represents the geometry facets or
viscous layers, and the yellow represents the area to be tetrahedralized.
Figure 3.16: Slice of Tetrahedralized Region from a Prolate Spheroid – The tetra-
hedra shown here in red are from a slice of those used to fill in the region between the
geometry and the polyhedral mesh shown in green. Notice that on one side the triangles
correspond to the voxel or viscous layer front and the other triangles correspond to the
prolate spheroid boundary.
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Figure 3.17: Detecting a Coplanar Facet by Extending the Extent Box – The green
facet has its extents grown by a user-defined parameter, as does the voxel (new extents
in red). This assures coplanar and near coplanar facets (as well as any facet within the
extension distance) will trigger the voxel to be deleted.
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3.6.2 Distinct Node Creation
At this point, distinct nodes are created by using the extents of each voxel and comparing
node numbering with neighbors by moving recursively down the tree. This process requires
that all quality constraints have been applied so that all faces have a match and there are
no nodes outside the 27 node voxel stencil seen in Figure 3.18.
The distinct nodes are created using the values of the corner points of the voxel. Node
numbering is assured to be distinct by comparing the matching the stencil from the side
of one voxel with the corresponding stencil on the neighbor voxel. This is shown in (6) in
Figure 3.1.
3.7 Tetrahedralization, Stitching, and Post-Processing
There is now a polyhedral mesh and an area to be filled with tetrahedra, as seen in Figure
3.19. Before this area can be filled in, one must triangulate the polyhedral faces that on
the voxel front, as shown in (7) in Figure 3.1. Using both Pointwise [Pointwise, 2010], a
commercially available grid generation package, and TetGen [Si, 2006], a tetrahedralization
is attempted on the region between the polyhedral mesh and the geometry.
As both meshers use Delaunay tetrahedralization with a Bowyer-Watson algorithm and
Steiner points, there are occasions where the original boundary cannot be recovered. If this
occurs, there is no manner to stitch the mesh back together, since the connectivity is not
retained by the third-party code. One work around for this is to box cut the geometry
(seen in Figure 3.20), which uses the full geometry extents to do voxel deletion instead
of the extents of each facet independently. Thus, many meshes that could be made with
a Lawson’s algorithm tetrahedral mesh generator must now be box cut to allow TetGen
or Pointwise adequate room to work. As discussed in Section 1.2.3, the reason that the
Lawson’s algorithm is so crucial is that it will do edge swapping to recover the boundary
facets in lieu of deleting all tetrahedra and trying to remesh the convex hull or insert Steiner
points. These tetrahedralization techniques are used in (8) in Figure 3.1.
Once the tetrahedral mesh has been created, the mesh is imported into FASTAR and using
an octree-sorted facet list of both the original geometry facets and the stitching boundary
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Figure 3.18: CGNS Voxel 27 Node Stencil – This stencil [CGNS, 2010] includes corner
nodes, mid-edge nodes, mid-face nodes, and a centroid, which is unused in FASTAR.
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(a) (b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 3.19: Tetrahedralization Region – (a) Yellow shaded region between voxel front
and geometry where tetrahedralization will occur. (b) 3D picture of the outer geometric
boundary and the inner stitching boundary/voxel front. (c) Yellow shaded region near to
sphere where tetrahedralization will occur. (d) 3D picture of the inner spherical geometric
boundary and the inner stitching boundary/voxel front.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.20: Box Cut Mesh on NACA 0015 – (a) This mesh has not been box cut, and
the voxel front conforms to the geometry. However, this proximity can cause issues with the
tetrahedral mesh generator being able to recover the boundaries, and if it can recover the
boundaries, it may make very high aspect ratio tetrahedra. (b) Notice that in this mesh,
the voxel front does not closely follow the geometry as it does in Figure 3.20(a). Rather,
the entire extent box of the geometry (and some voxels within a user-specified spacing of
the box) has been cut out of the polyhedral mesh and been filled with tetrahedra.
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facets, the nodes are remapped to the original mesh nodes and the new nodes added by
the tetrahedral mesh generator are added in, as are the tetrahedra. Finally, the stitching
boundary is deleted and the final mesh is ready for the flow solver, as seen in (9) in Figure
3.1. A final polyhedral mesh on the sphere is shown in Figure 3.21.
If desired, all FASTAR meshes can be converted to a standard hybrid unstructured mesh
comprised of a combination of tetrahedral, pyramid, prism and hexahedral elements, as
seen in Figure 3.22. If a polyhedral element can be directly mapped using the element to
node connectivity to one of the standard element types the conversion is made. Otherwise,
averaging the nodes creates a centroid for the polyhedral element and sub-elements are
constructed by connecting the centroid to the faces. Prior to this step any polygonal
faces with more than 4 sides are converted to quadrilaterals and triangles. The resulting
collection of sub-elements will consist of tetrahedra and pyramids. This is possible because
all elements are convex, and thus the centroid is always contained within an element.
3.8 Viscous Layer Extrusion
Viscous layers may be extruded from any shape of geometry facet, although FASTAR uses the
triangular facets to create prism element. Currently, this can be accomplished for convex
geometry only using normals from each geometry node and a geometric progression factor
and initial spacing supplied by the user. First, for all facets on viscous boundaries, surface
normals based on the facet are created from each node, except in the case where two viscous
boundaries meet or a viscous and inviscid boundary meet. In the former case, a normal is
created in the average direction of the normal off each facet containing the node. In the
latter case, no normal is created, and fan elements are created as seen in Figure 3.23 to
assure that no crossing of boundaries occurs. The drawback to these fan elements is that
in the case of very large numbers of viscous layers, the size of each element is so small that
often the flow solver cannot obtain an adequate volume and will fail.
Once the normals have been created and given the magnitude of
l−1∑
n=0
fns, where l is the
number of layers, f is the geometric progression factor, and s is the initial viscous spacing,
nodes are created at the location of each term as the former sum is computed. Then,
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.21: Final Polyhedral Mesh on Sphere – (a) Polyhedral mesh on the sphere
within a cube. (b) Close up of the polyhedral mesh on the inner sphere.
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Figure 3.22: Sphere Mesh Converted to Standard Types – Stitched mesh on sphere
geometry, that has been converted to four basic types.
Figure 3.23: Fan Element Creation – Where the viscous boundary meets the inviscid
symmetry plane, a fan element is created.
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prismatic elements are created using the given nodes, and the top surface of each prism is
added to the stitching boundary. This is the branch option seen in (4) in Figure 3.1.
Note that in Figure 3.24, the thirty-five viscous layers are extruded for a user specified
initial viscous spacing of 1.0e-05 with a geometric progression factor of 1.15. Viscous layers
are always composed of prismatic elements in FASTAR, and the reason they are so convenient
to create is that they are extruded from the geometry as opposed to inserted into the mesh,
so there is no mesh to push back–only an area to extrude into.
3.9 Overset
In some circumstances, an unstructured overset mesh is desired for rapid generation. This
is made simple by the fact that there is no voxel deletion; rather, there is a volume mesh on
the entire farfield, constructed with the geometry in mind, and a separate mesh of viscous
layers on the geometry. Thus, viscous layers can be created and kept as part of an inset
mesh on the geometry’s viscous components, creating an overset mesh, as is posited in (5)
of Figure 3.1.
The entire outer computational domain can be rendered to be easily overset by this
inset mesh by continuing to use the Riemannian Metric Tensors from the geometry to drive
refinement. Then, when deletion would occur, it is skipped and the viscous layer mesh is
output to a separate file. This makes for a seamless interface, as can be seen in Figure
3.25. Now, the component grids are processed with an overset grid processing algorithm
to classify points and to compute inter-grid interpolation coefficients which are used by
the flow solver to yield flow solutions. This can all be done without the need for the time
consuming deletion and tetrahedralization.
3.10 Manual Parallelization
While FASTAR has yet to be parallelized, the user can determine that a mesh might be too
large to generate on one machine or that there need to be drastically different spacings on
different parts of the mesh and not desire to use spacing boxes. In this case, the geometry
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Figure 3.24: Viscous Layer Extrusion – This is an ellipsoid which has had viscous layers
extruded. These are the prismatic elements (seen here from the side as quadrilaterals)
around the surface of the ellipsoid.
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Figure 3.25: Overset Viscous Extrusion – A mesh composed of the ellipsoid geometry
and twenty viscous layers of initial height 1.0e-15 and with geometric progression factor
of 1.15 is overlaid on a mesh of the outer computational domain that was generated with
consideration of the geometry through the influence of Riemannian Metric Tensors.
can be broken apart, with stitching boundaries being added to each piece where they come
together.
Since the boundaries are preserved for FASTAR to be able to stitch a tetrahedral mesh
onto the polyhedral mesh, a geometry can be arbitrarily divided, meshed at appropriate
spacing for each part, and then stitched back together in the same fashion. This lends itself
to an embarrassingly “parallel” algorithm, although the user must manually (and cleverly)
divide the geometry to get the best quality mesh possible and be accepting of the lack of
Cartesian elements at interfaces between sections. This is also analogous to multi-block
meshing with a simple stitching interface derived from the natural state of the algorithm
itself.
The mesh seen in Figure 3.26 was created on the DPW IV geometry in two sections.
A Pointwise mesh was created on the fuselage and outer boundary, and a viscous FASTAR
mesh was created on the wing, the area of interest. The two meshes were stitched together
to create one complete volume mesh.
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Figure 3.26: Multiblock Mesh Can be Generated in Parallel – This mesh on the
DPW IV geometry has been created in two sections. A Pointwise mesh was created on the
fuselage and outer boundary and a viscous FASTAR mesh was created on the wing, the
area of interest.
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Chapter 4
Computational Results with Data
Comparisons
4.1 Basic Results
To better understand the functionality of FASTAR, some simple geometries will be introduced
to display the various styles of mesh FASTAR can generate.
First, FASTAR can generate both unit aspect ratio and non-unit aspect ratio meshes.
In Figures 4.1 and 4.2, a cube is shown that has been refined both with non-unit aspect
ratio and unit aspect ratio parameters. The elements seen are polyhedral. This cube had a
geometry spacing of 0.0625, which was observed for the unit aspect ratio case. In the non-
unit aspect ratio case, the normal spacing at the geometry facets was changed to 0.00625
to make the normally symmetric tensors generate a non-unit aspect ratio mesh.
FASTAR utilizes spacing fields to assure proper refinement in a given region. In Figure
4.3, a cube is shown for which a spacing field was applied forcing refinement between -0.1
and 0.1 in the z direction to make elements of height 1.0e-03. The rest of the mesh was
generated using Riemannian Metric Tensors with all spacings set at 0.0625.
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Figure 4.1: Unit Aspect Ratio Cube Mesh – A unit aspect ratio mesh on a simple cube
with 0.0625 spacing at the boundaries.
Figure 4.2: Non-unit Aspect Ratio Cube Mesh – A non-unit aspect ratio mesh on a
simple cube with 0.0625 tangential spacing and 0.00625 normal spacing at the boundaries.
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Figure 4.3: Cube Mesh with Spacing Field Applied – A non-unit aspect ratio mesh
on a simple cube with a spacing field defined for a portion of the mesh.
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Figure 4.4: Experimental Data Showing Vortices Along the Major Axis of the
Prolate Spheroid – Simpson’s experimental solution data showing vortices along the
major axis of the prolate spheroid at x/L = 0.600 and x/L = 0.772 as well as velocity
streamlines.
4.2 6:1 Prolate Spheroid
The following 6:1 prolate spheroid case is used to demonstrate that the meshes generated
with FASTAR and the solutions run on them with Tenasi, the SimCenter in-house flow solver,
compare well with experimental results generated by Simpson at Virginia Tech [Simpson,
2000]. Figure 4.4 shows Simpson’s results, and Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show those generated by
FASTAR and Tenasi after three rounds of adaptation. Additionally, meshes were generated
with commercial and in-house mesh generation packages (Pointwise and P_HUGG, respec-
tively), and the results from each type of mesh coupled with Tenasi and using adaptation
are examined.
The case of a prolate spheroid, which can approximate the body of a submarine and
will subsequently be referred to as an ellipsoid, has a major axis of magnitude 1.0 in the x
direction and minor axes of 0.16¯ in the y and z directions. This case is not only reasonably
rapid to generate, but it also allows for the use of adaptation to resolve vortices along the
major axis.
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Figure 4.5: Tenasi Solution Showing Vortices Along the Major Axis of the Prolate
Spheroid – This solution was generated with FASTAR and Tenasi after three rounds of
adaptation, and it compares well with that of Simpson. One can see the secondary vortices
beginning to develop.
Figure 4.6: Tenasi Solution Showing Streamlines – The stream lines show the flow
being explored, and separation can be seen on the surface of the ellipsoid.
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The initial meshes for this case were generated with a minimum spacing of 0.01 and a
maximum spacing of 5.0, and the final meshes were generated with a minimum spacing of
0.001 and a maximum spacing of 5.0. Also, viscous layers were inserted on all cases. The
initial FASTAR mesh has 50 viscous layers with an initial height of 1.0e-05 and a geometric
progression factor of 1.15. In order to allow the volume mesh to resolve vortices and utilize
adaptation instead of only viscous packing, these numbers were reduced by 10 viscous
layers at each adaptation. Additionally, the spacing generated by the tetrahedralization
had to be observed in assuring the transition between viscous layers, tetrahedral region,
and polyhedral mesh was sufficiently smooth. The P_HUGG and Pointwise meshes used
between 10 and 30 viscous layers in order to best match the viscous spacing with that of
the first layer of volume mesh.
In Figure 4.7, a unit aspect ratio initial mesh was generated by FASTAR. Also, a Pointwise
generated mesh on the same ellipse is shown, with viscous layers inserted by P_VLI, and
a P_HUGG mesh was generated with the same spacing parameters, optimized with P_OPT
[Karman et al., 2008] to remove sliver cells, and then viscous layers were added with P_VLI
[Karman, 2007].
In Figure 4.8, the initial mesh solutions are presented with helicity being the flow field
function of interest. Helicity is computed using (4.1), where ∇× is the curl of the vector
and ~v is the velocity vector with components u, v, and w. These solutions were obtained
by running Tenasi to 5,000 iterations, with an incompressible flow regime, a 20◦ angle of
attack, a mach number of 0.2, a Reynolds number of 4.2e6, and the Menter SST k−ω two-
equation eddy viscosity turbulence model. All plots are oriented in the positive x direction,
all cases were decomposed and run in parallel, and the cut seen here is xL = 0.600.
H = (∇× ~v) · ~v (4.1)
Additionally, in Figure 4.9, contour plots are shown of the x, y, and z spacing field
parameters generated by Karman’s Spacing Field code using helicity as the adaptation
function on the unit aspect ratio FASTAR mesh. Also, when running the Spacing Field code,
prism nodes were considered for adaptation on only the first cycle, since the flow occurs
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.7: Initial Meshes on 6:1 Ellipsoid – (a) FASTAR: A unit aspect ratio mesh
was generated on a 6:1 ellipsoid and 50 viscous layers were added to make the spacing
transition less rapid from viscous layers to volume mesh. (b) A tetrahedral Pointwise mesh
was generated on a 6:1 ellipsoid with boundary decay of 0.9. Thirty viscous layers were
inserted by P VLI. (c) A P HUGG mesh was generated on a 6:1 ellipsoid, then smoothed by
P OPT. Finally, 25 viscous layers were inserted with P VLI.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.8: Initial Scalar Solution on Ellipsoid with Helicity – (a) FASTAR: While
the vortices were captured on this first run, the resolution is not perfect and the secondary
vortices are yet to be resolved. (b) The Pointwise mesh gave the best initial results;
however, it also had the most elements. (c) P HUGG generated the smallest mesh due to the
gradation parameter that can be supplied in the initial generation phase.
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mostly in the viscous region, the length scale exponent was unity, elemental gradients were
weighted by control volume, and the error parameter used to generated the new metric
lengths was one standard deviation from the mean. While FASTAR and P_HUGG are able to
generate meshes using the adaptation tensors directly, the Pointwise meshes were refined
with subdivision refinement found in Karman’s P_REFINE [Karman et al., 2009]. The
drawback of using P_REFINE is that refinement must be done to the original mesh and it
must be subsequently smoothed; alternately, in P_HUGG and FASTAR, the mesh is regenerated
using the proper spacing parameters from the outset, allowing for a smooth transition.
Alternately, in P_REFINE and P_HUGG, the viscous elements are refined either directly or
by the fact that the surface mesh has been changed; in FASTAR, the surface mesh does not
change, so the only control that can be exerted on the viscous layers is stack height.
This process continued over three adaptation cycles, yielding the meshes in Figure 4.10,
and the final solutions are found in Figure 4.11. The choice of three adaptation cycles was
arbitrary; in a dynamic environment, adaptation would occur until an error threshold was
reached or until the solution stopped changing within a tolerance. The solutions compare
well to Simpson’s results, seen in Figures 4.4, 4.12, 4.13, and 4.14, thus showing the robust
nature of meshes generated by all three codes. While the adaptation cycles were only run to
5,000 iterations and a residual value of 1.0e-08 to conserve time and still get the adaptation
desired, the final solutions were run for 7,500 cycles. Final residuals were shown for all three
meshes in Figure 4.15. The mesh was run through 1,000 first order iterations to smooth
out the large initial gradients, and it was then switched to second order, thus the spike in
residual at 1,000 iterations. Also, it is believed that the reason the P_HUGG residual was so
much lower than the FASTAR and Pointwise residuals was due to the optimization of the
P_HUGG mesh with P_OPT, yielding fewer poor quality elements.
The relative error between the experimental results and the solutions obtained after
three cycles for each type of mesh are shown in Table 4.1. These were obtained by using
(4.2) at twelve equally spaced points along the velocity profile, and taking the average
of each of these calculations. It should be noted that the geometry that is optimal for
Pointwise and FASTAR is not the geometry that is ideal for P_HUGG. For both Pointwise
and FASTAR, an unstructured Delaunay tetrahedral surface mesh is utilized to assist the
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.9: Contour Plot of Spacing Field Based on Helicity – These contour plots
show regions of refinement that will be promulgated through the next mesh generated in
each cardinal direction, respectively. The contours are based on the new metric lengths for
each element in the mesh.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.10: Adapted Meshes on 6:1 Ellipsoid – The refinement seen above the ellipsoid
is based on the helicity adaptation, and the results are for FASTAR, Pointwise, and P HUGG,
respectively.
Delaunay tetrahedral mesh generator in recovering boundaries. However, due to the nature
of general cutting with a hierarchical cartesian mesh, as is done in P_HUGG, a diagonalized
unstructured surface mesh would have been better suited, due to the Cartesian alignment
of facets with voxels. The lack of Cartesian aligned boundary facets caused thousands of
negative volume elements (sliver cells or other cut elements) to be generated, and P_OPT
could not untangle the mesh in a reasonable amount of time. Additionally, this problem
is again exacerbated in P_VLI, where these elements must have prisms inserted between
them and the Cartesian mesh, causing even further difficulty with smoothing the rest of the
non-aligned mesh between layer insertions.
err =
|exp− comp|
exp
(4.2)
Since all the mesh generators were able to resolve the flow features well, it is instructive
to look at element counts and times to generate the mesh for each code. The times to
generate each type of mesh (does not include solution times, which were all nearly equal,
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.11: Final Scalar Solution on Ellipsoid with Helicity – Contour plots of
helicity are displayed on FASTAR, Pointwise, and P HUGG adapted meshes. These are viewed
looking in the negative x direction.
Mesh Generator Relative Error (percent)
FASTAR 2.02
P HUGG 3.18
Pointwise 1.14
Table 4.1: Relative Error Between Experimental Results and Three Types of
Computational Results – This is the relative error from twelve sample points between
the experimental results of Simpson and P HUGG, Pointwise, and FASTAR adapted meshes.
These numbers come from the cut xL = 0.600.
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of Computed Solution and Experimental Data at x/L
= 0.600 – Simpson’s experimental data is compared with the solution obtained by FASTAR
and Tenasi at three adaptation steps. Note that as adaptation progresses, the matching of
the computed and experimental solutions improves.
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of Computed Solution and Experimental Data at x/L
= 0.772 – Simpson’s experimental data is compared with the solution obtained by FASTAR
and Tenasi at three adaptation steps.
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of Computed Solution and Experimental Data at x/L
= 0.600 for Three Types of Meshes – Simpson’s experimental data is compared with
the solution obtained by FASTAR, Pointwise, and P HUGG with Tenasi at the third adaptation
step.
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Figure 4.15: Residuals from Tenasi Runs – The residual plots show the convergence
behavior of the solution runs on each type of mesh.
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although decomposed to a different number of processors) are given in tables 4.2, 4.3, and
4.4. The times displayed are for a single FASTAR run, a Pointwise run coupled with P_VLI
for viscous layer insertion, and for P_HUGG coupled with P_OPT to remove sliver cells and
P_VLI for viscous layer insertion. The number of elements is listed based on all polyhedra
being converted to the four basic types. Pointwise only makes tetrahedral meshes in this
case, and the boundary decay factor used to generate the given mesh was 0.9. While it
might seem odd that P_HUGG has such small element counts, this is due to the differing
treatment of gradation.
Mesh FASTAR
– Number of Nodes Number of Elements Time (min)
Unit aspect ratio 572,031 1,511,369 17
Helicity Adapted unit aspect ratio 618,742 1,730,074 61
Helicity Twice Adapted unit aspect ratio 950,463 2,241,587 83
Table 4.2: Times to Generate FASTAR Meshes of Various Sizes with Various Inputs
Mesh Pointwise/P VLI
– Number of Nodes Number of Elements Time (min)
Initial mesh 809,885 2,032,978 95
Helicity Adapted 2,384,622 5,644,139 432
Helicity Twice Adapted 3,809,390 8,512,123 814
Table 4.3: Times to Generate Pointwise / P VLI Meshes of Various Sizes with
Various Inputs
4.3 Seafighter
The Seafighter is a perfect example of a mesh that benefits from the ability to utilize spacing
fields in FASTAR. Since this case involves an air-water interface, the cells in that region must
be refined to 1.0e-03 in the y direction in order to capture the flow physics. These meshes
were run with a minimum spacing of 1.0e-03 and a maximum spacing of 100.0.
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Mesh P HUGG/P OPT/P VLI
– Number of Nodes Number of Elements Time (min)
Unit aspect ratio 181,438 485,265 110
Helicity Adapted unit aspect ratio 256,632 624,303 293
Helicity Twice Adapted unit aspect ratio 351,307 629,828 313
Table 4.4: Times to Generate P HUGG / P OPT / P VLI Meshes of Various Sizes with
Various Inputs
In Figures 4.16, 4.17, and 4.18, the Seafighter geometry is shown from both starboard
and port sides, as well as a close up of the aft nozzles. In Figure 4.19, the internal nozzle
structure is shown.
The main issue experienced in generating a truly form-fitting Seafighter mesh is the
lack of a good tetrahedralization algorithm. Due to the complexity of the geometry and the
internal flow regions, the tetrahedral mesh generator was unable to recover the boundaries
using a Bowyer-Watson scheme. As such, the only way a mesh was able to be generated
was through the use of box cutting, since this expands the void between the voxel front
and the geometry facets. Since this mesh has internal geometry (shown in Figure 4.19), the
entirety of this region was meshed with tetrahedra.
In Figure 4.20, the final volume mesh is shown with highlights on the meshing of the hull
and nozzles. Note that the results use a box cutting approach that deletes all voxels within
the extent box of the geometry. This can make for easier tetrahedralization but makes for
a less polyhedral mesh.
In Figures 4.21(a) and 4.21(b), one can see close ups of a Seafighter mesh that has a
small area of deleted voxels to be tetrahedralized and polyhedra throughout the mesh; this
mesh was not box cut in order to show how the voxel boundaries would conform to the
geometry in an ideal mesh. While the current tetrahedralization algorithm could not fill
this small void, the quality of the mesh is good, and it could be used for an overset grid or
with the Lawson’s algorithm tetrahedralization routine in the future.
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Figure 4.16: Seafighter Geometry–Port View – The geometry of the seafighter case
viewed from the port side.
Figure 4.17: Seafighter Geometry–Starboard View – The geometry of the seafighter
case viewed from the starboard side.
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Figure 4.18: Seafighter Geometry–Aft View – The geometry of the seafighter case
viewed from the rear, showing the nozzles.
Figure 4.19: Seafighter Geometry–Internal Nozzle View – The internal intake and
outflow nozzle geometry of the seafighter case.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.20: Seafighter Volume Mesh from Various Viewpoints–Box Cut – (a) Close
up of the intakes and box cut mesh on the hull. (b) Close up of the nozzles, which have
been fully tetrahedralized due to box cutting.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.21: Seafighter Volume Mesh from Various Viewpoints–Polyhedral –
(a) Close up of the hull. (b) Close up of the nozzles from the z-plane, including intake
and outflow.
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4.4 Other meshes on practical geometries
In Figures 4.22 and 4.23, a non-unit aspect ratio inviscid and unit aspect ratio viscous mesh
are shown for a NACA 0015 airfoil. This mesh is used for demonstration only, since while
there are a reasonable number of layers, the fan elements with 35 layers can cause the solver
to fail. This issue with generating viscous meshes on symmetry plane geometries can be
resolved by a more robust extrusion/insertion hybrid algorithm. The initial spacing on the
layers was 1.0e-06 and the geometric progression factor was 1.15.
Figure 4.22: NACA 0015–Close Up with Box Cutting – A non-unit aspect ratio mesh
on a NACA 0015 airfoil, where box cutting was employed.
In Figure 4.24, a multiblock overset mesh is generated on the Drag Prediction Workshop
IV cargo plane geometry by stitching a Pointwise generated tetrahedral mesh on the fuselage
and outer boundary to an overset FASTAR mesh on the wing. This mesh was generated in
order to show that FASTAR can generate meshes on individual pieces of a geometry and
stitch them back together, as was seen in Figure 3.26 in Section 3.10. The image is notable
since along the boundaries where stitching occurs, there are layers of tetrahedra from the
voxel deletion construct, and there are polyhedra created around the wing, where the flow
of interest would occur.
The final real-world meshing case is that of the NASA SDT2-R4 rotor geometry. This
geometry is particularly difficult due to the spacing changes between the blades and the
camber of the blades. However, FASTAR was able to generate a form fitting mesh seen in
Figure 4.25, with a minimum spacing of 0.2 and a maximum spacing of 4.0.
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Figure 4.23: NACA 0015–Close Up with Viscous Layers – A close up of the viscous
layers at the leading edge of a unit aspect ratio mesh on a NACA 0015 airfoil.
Figure 4.24: Multiblock Overset DPW IV Mesh: Stitched Together – This geometry
was broken apart, meshed separately in Pointwise and FASTAR, and stitched back together.
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Figure 4.25: NASA SDT2-R4 Rotor Mesh – This mesh was generated on a two-blade
section of the NASA SDT2-R4 rotor geometry.
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Figure 4.26: Volume Mesh on the Geometry Boundaries Using Tensors From the
Geometry – The volume mesh which has been generated given the spacing parameters of
the internal geometry of a 6:1 ellipsoid.
4.5 Overset Mesh Generation
Often, a solution algorithm does not have a need for a single discretized volume. In this case,
it can solve the set of equations on multiple meshes and overlay the results, interpolating
between “junction” nodes. This is called using an overset solution technique and overset
meshes, as discussed in Chapter 1.2.2.
Fortunately, due to the decoupled nature of generation used in FASTAR, unstructured
overset meshes can be very simple to make. First, the viscous layers are extruded from the
viscous portions of the geometry and saved as a separate mesh with boundaries determined
by the original viscous marked facets and the tops of the prisms on the outermost viscous
layer. Then, a volume mesh is generated on the outer inviscid boundaries using Riemannian
Metric Tensors based on the sizes of both viscous and inviscid marked facets.
This approach is excellent due to the fact that the region in which the interpolation
will occur is properly sized to meet with the small viscous layers and geometry and make
interpolation more accurate. In Figure 4.26, one can observe the volume mesh which has
been generated given the spacing parameters of the internal geometry of a 6:1 ellipsoid.
In Figure 4.27, one can see the viscous layers that are extruded from the geometry by
generating prisms at heights from the initial 1.0e-05 to a height of
l−1∑
n=0
fns, where l is the
number of layers, f is the geometric progression factor, and s is the initial viscous spacing
(here 1.0e-05). In Figure 4.28, a slice one third of the way through the ellipse shows the
viscous prism layers cut away at different heights along the slice.
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Figure 4.27: Viscous Layers Generated on Geometry: Close up – Close up of the
viscous layers that are extruded from the geometry by generating prisms at heights from
the initial 1.0e-15 to a height of 1.0e − 15(g)l, where g is the geometric progression factor
and l is the number of the layer.
Figure 4.28: Viscous Layers Generated on Geometry – The viscous layers that are
extruded from the geometry by generating prisms at heights from the initial 1.0e-05 to a
height of
l−1∑
n=0
fns, where l is the number of layers, f is the geometric progression factor, and
s is the initial viscous spacing (here 1.0e-05).
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Figure 4.29: Viscous Layers Overset on Volume Mesh: Close up – The region of the
viscous layers overlaying the central volume mesh.
Finally, one can see the region of the viscous layers overlaying the central volume mesh.
Results would be interpolated between these two sections in evaluating a solution on the
mesh.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
5.1 Conclusions
FASTAR has proven to be capable of generating large meshes on complex geometries, while
allowing for non-unit aspect ratio mesh creation, which is important in a diverse set of
arenas, including the hydrodynamics and aerodynamics cases presented in this dissertation.
It is also exceptionally useful for generally keeping the node and element counts as low as
possible, making rapid solution generation easier. The code uses a split-tree data structure
to rapidly generate the volume mesh. Quality constraints are applied, voxels are deleted
from the area cut by the geometry and outside the computational domain, and tetrahedral-
ization of the remaining space occurs, followed by stitching meshes to create a grid that can
be run through a flow solver.
FASTAR retains the exact tessellation supplied in the users geometry file, allowing for the
final mesh to conform to the exact shape and still be decoupled from the flow solver being
used. It also allows for overset mesh capability and stitching together of pieces of one large
mesh (since the boundaries are recovered exactly). The code allows adaptive refinement to
occur, helping the user capture the exact physics of their flow phenomena with repeated,
automated generation in between solver runs. This is in contrast to P_REFINE which requires
the user to coarsen and refine within the confines of the previously generated mesh. Also,
FASTAR allows for extrusion of viscous layers without the need to insert and then smooth
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the mesh to insert them after the initial generation, possibly losing Cartesian alignment
with the flowfield solution.
Multiple real-world cases test the robustness of the algorithm, the ability to adapt to
flow field features, as well as the ability to obtain solutions on the given grid, including a
prolate sphere, a fully delineated Seafighter, a DPW IV cargo plane, a NACA 0015, and a
rotor. FASTAR was able to generate solutions that were as accurate as those generated by
commercial meshes, all while using less nodes and elements. Additionally, the use of the
Cartesian elements prevents smearing of flowfield features. While all this may be enough to
set FASTAR apart from other Cartesian mesh generators, the addition of a robust neighbor
search algorithm which allows the tree to be traversed with only one criterion per level, the
ability to generate easily coupled overset grids with appropriate spacing at the interpolation
interface, and the speed with which tree traversal and octree-sorted lists can be traversed
give it the potential to revolutionize mesh generation.
5.2 Future Work
5.2.1 Tetrahedral Mesh Generator
In order for FASTAR to generate a mesh for any size space between the stitching boundary and
the geometry boundary (even for very complex, concave geometries), a robust tetrahedral
mesh generator is being developed by Bruce Hilbert at the SimCenter. Unlike TetGen [Si,
2006], which uses a Delaunay criterion and Bowyer-Watson algorithm to generate tetrahedra
and recover boundaries, the algorithm being developed is based on the edge swapping
techniques of Lawson’s algorithm. This should mitigate the need for box cutting, which can
detriment the ability to get correct boundary layer calculations due to the random sizes of
tetrahedra generated in a large region and somewhat defeats the purpose of using Cartesian
grids around the geometry.
While this does not guarantee a perfect mesh, it does generate a valid mesh each time
on these surfaces while preserving the boundaries. Also, the ability to add Steiner points
to the boundaries to increase quality will be afforded as this library can be called from
FASTAR, using its data structures. While currently boundaries must be preserved due to the
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Figure 5.1: Same Size Triangles on Stitching Boundaries – On this NACA 0015 mesh,
the triangles on the geometry and the boundary are nearly the same size ±0.00025 units,
thus giving TetGen a reasonable surface mesh and spacing to work with.
need to map the results back to the original surface meshes, the new library will be able
to dynamically subdivide boundary triangles and remap the current configuration of both
boundary elements and volume elements to which they are attached while generating the
mesh. This also saves time on remapping nodes from the tetrahedral mesh to those in the
full volume mesh.
The sizes of the inner and outer stitching boundary triangles are important in TetGen’s
ability to create a tetrahedralization of a difficult region successfully. As seen in Figures 5.1
and 5.2, the relative size of the stitching boundary triangles to the geometry facets improves
TetGen’s ability to generate a mesh when the outer boundary facets are larger or the same
size. This is also partially due to the nature of a hierarchical Cartesian mesh, since larger
triangles mean larger elements and thus they are further from the geometry and TetGen
has more room to work; this situation also arises when many viscous layers are inserted and
the projected triangles taking the geometry facets’ place have grown in area significantly.
While efforts were made to see if the reverse of this is true, TetGen was unable to generate
a mesh on an outer boundary of triangles one fifth the size of the geometry facets, as seen
in Figure 5.3 as the lightly shaded region between the Pointwise mesh and the polyhedral
mesh.
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Figure 5.2: Larger Triangles on Stitching Boundaries – On this Seafighter mesh that
was box cut, the triangles on the stitching boundary are much larger than the geometry
facets ∼ 5 times, thus giving TetGen enough space to insert points and gradate the tetra-
hedral mesh.
Figure 5.3: Smaller Triangles on Stitching Boundaries – On this DPW IV mesh, the
triangles on the stitching boundary are much smaller than the viscous facets ∼ 5 times, and
TetGen was unable to generate a tetrahedral mesh and preserve the boundaries in this case.
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5.2.2 Parallelization
As is posited by Dawes, parallelization is becoming required for all mesh generators due
to the size and complexity of modern CAD geometries [Dawes, 2006]. For instance, on a
machine with two dual-core Intel Xeon processors and 16 GB of RAM, the largest mesh that
can be generated by FASTAR is approximately 20 million elements. While parallelization is
necessary, it is very difficult to partition and load balance when the area being partitioned
has yet to be discretized. Thus, speed to a good quality mesh is often not improved by par-
allelization of the mesh generation algorithm. However, the ability to spawn off processors
as the discretization grows to allow for more room to generate large meshes is the major
goal of parallelization of FASTAR [Betro, 2007].
While many considerations for eventual parallelization were implemented when design-
ing the serial FASTAR, there are always obstacles to scalability when partitioning space
without a predetermined discretization. Using lessons learned from P_HUGG, many modi-
fication have been made to mitigate tolerance issues. For instance, in P_HUGG, nodes are
created in voxels on processor boundaries, and information about which processor and voxel
should name and own the node is exchanged. However, issues arise in determining, within
a tolerance, that the node is at the same location on both processors. Thus, in FASTAR, the
fact that distinct nodes are not generated until the entire mesh has been created opens doors
to re-partitioning on the fly and may alleviate some issues with tolerance across processor
boundaries. Additionally, the use of simple data structures and the fact that portions of the
mesh can be generated independently and then stitched allow for quick communication and
some embarrassingly parallel behavior, meaning that the work can be divided with little or
no communication necessary.
One issue that exists in FASTAR is a lack of symmetry in symmetric tensor generated
meshes due to the order of operations during the quality control process. This order has been
refined greatly to reduce speed and aid symmetry by performing desired quality constraint
checks during the initial generation only, and then recursively checking for required quality
constraints once the mesh was complete. However, this resulted in non-unit aspect ratio
meshes being generated exclusively, due to the fact that there was no re-check for aspect
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ratio after some cells had been refined in only one direction to rectify four-node-on-an-edge
and crossbar issues. Implementing the aspect ratio check within this recursive loop required
quality constraints check rectified the issue; however, due to the nature of propagation
in unstructured hierarchical mesh generation, each time a four-node-on-an-edge fix was
performed, an aspect ratio check then caused the situation to recur repeatedly. This was
further underscored by the fact that the behavior occurred in the directions that are not
refinement priority, y and z, and the fact that it would eventually gradate out in levels of
hundreds of same level voxels until the issue was self-mitigated (see Figure 5.4).
By changing the order of operations to require an aspect ratio check after any type of
refinement, this can be mitigated. However, the mesh may come out to be much larger
than desired if unit aspect ratio is a hard requirement. Another option to fix this issue was
used in the parallelization of HUGG–pass all the geometry facets and spacing tensors through
in order, generate the appropriate refinement, perform quality constraints, and then repeat
cycle level by level until minimum spacing is reached. While neither is a guaranteed fix and
in fact a slightly higher than unit aspect ratio in the far field is not far from optimal, these
options will be explored for speed and eventual parallelization.
5.2.3 Dynamic Meshing
The ability to do local remeshing on a geometry given adaptation parameters is requisite
for a robust dynamic mesh generation algorithm [Loseille et al., 2009]. The retention of a
coherent tree by FASTAR makes this type of local remeshing possible and saves a great deal
of time between flow solutions and adaptation steps by avoiding the need to coarsen and
optimize the entire mesh.
If one generates a mesh and then needs to adapt a certain area or move the geometry,
the tree can be traversed to determine only the affected voxels and let the work be done
there only. Also, the use of voxel deletion instead of cutting opens doors to moving within a
pre-determined box and only needed to re-tetrahedralize the region between the geometry
or viscous layers and the borders of the box, as seen in Figure 5.5.
This could be accomplished by generating a mesh, evolving a solution at a given time
step through adaptation, and then moving the geometry and repeating the process. There
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Figure 5.4: Order of Operations in Quality Constraints – On this ellipsoid mesh, the
spikes one sees propagating from the ellipsoid to the far field in the y and z directions are
artifacts of the order of operations causing over-refinement to balance four-to-one-on-an-
edge and crossbar situations being fixed with aspect ratio constraints undoing the operation
over and over again.
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Figure 5.5: Dynamic Meshing by Moving Geometry Within a Box – If desired, a
bounding box could be put around the region in which the geometry is moving, viscous
layers could be added to the geometry, and the area left undiscretized would simply be
meshed using tetrahedra.
would be library calls to FASTAR and Tenasi from a wrapper code that would handle de-
termining when the adaptation was no longer changing the solution, moving the geometry,
and interpolating results as the mesh changes.
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Chapter 6
Appendix
6.1 Riemannian Metric Tensor Derivation
The Maple code in Figure 6.1 shows the manipulation of (2.1) to obtain an A~x = ~b sys-
tem. This system is solved with singular value decomposition and back substitution due to
conditioning, and the end product is a Reimannian Metric Tensor for a given tetrahedron.
This tetrahedron was created using a surface facet and projecting a normal of a given length
from its centroid, using the endpoint as the fourth vertex.
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Figure 6.1: Maple Derivation of RMT System.
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Figure 6.1 (continued). Maple Derivation of RMT System.
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Figure 6.1 (continued). Maple Derivation of RMT System.
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Figure 6.1 (continued). Maple Derivation of RMT System.
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Figure 6.1 (continued). Maple Derivation of RMT System.
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